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Fluids are pervasive throughout the Earth’s crust. Fluid-rock interaction can 
significantly alter the mechanical and petrophysical properties of host rocks.  This 
study focuses on the role of fluids in weakening porous carbonate rocks. High 
solubility of calcite can cause chemically-induced weakening and lead to time-
dependent deformation in carbonate rocks. To quantify the effect of hydro-chemo-
mechanical coupling on the deformation behavior and failure mode of carbonate 
rocks, limestone was deformed under both dry and water-saturated conditions. To 
elucidate the deformation mechanisms, the deformation experiments were conducted 
at different strain rates. The experimental data shows that while the shear strengths of 
water-saturated limestone increase with increasing strain rate, the effect of strain rate 
on the dry samples is negligible. Quantitative microstructural analyses reveal that the 
grain-scale damage is primarily in forms of stress-induced microcracking and 
mechanical twinning under both dry and wet conditions. However, with the presence 
  
of water, the extent of intergranular pressure solution increases with increasing 
confinements. The positive correlation between the extent of intergranular pressure 
solution and the magnitude of weakening suggests that intergranular pressure solution 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
1.1: Motivation 
Carbonate rocks are a major component of the upper crust. Their mechanical 
behavior during interaction with fluids is critical to a number of energy and 
environmental applications. They are known to host 60% of recoverable petroleum 
resources (e.g. Roehl and Choquette, 2012) and large amounts of accessible 
freshwater (e.g. LaMoreaux et al., 1984). Carbonate reservoirs are also one of the 
largest potential sources of geothermal energy generation (e.g. Goldscheider et al., 
2010). Additionally, carbonate rocks are seen as a potential sink for carbon dioxide 
through geologic sequestration (Parry, 2007; Benson and Cole, 2008). Thus it is 
important to understand their deformation response at various mechanical and 
chemical conditions. 
Fluids play an important role in the elastic and inelastic behavior of carbonate 
rocks through mechanical effects such as changes in the effective stress applied to the 
rock (Baud et al., 2000b) or chemical effects such as mineral alteration (Wintsch et 
al., 1995) and stress corrosion processes such as enhanced subcritical cracking and 
pressure solution (Atkinson and Meredith, 1981; Rutter, 1986). Generally, mechanical 
effects of rock-fluid interaction play a greater role in controlling the hydromechanical 
stress response of a rock (Teufel et al., 1991). However, the chemical effects of fluids 







Figure 1.1: Compaction observed in different carbonate reservoirs. It can be seen that the initial porosity 
can vary significantly at shallow depths. Additionally, the compaction trends vary noticeably, with some 
following a quasi-linear trend of porosity loss with depth, while others experience an exponential decrease 
in porosity with increase in depth. Curves for DSDP leg 27 from Hamilton (1976), and for ODP Leg 130 
from Bassinot et al. (1993). Image adapted from Croizé et al. (2013). 
Various field and laboratory observations have demonstrated that fluid 
chemistry has a significant effect on porous carbonate response to deformation 
(Croizé et al., 2013). While other porous rocks tend to follow a exponential trend of 
increasing compaction and porosity reduction with greater depth, carbonate rocks 
display a wide variety of compaction trends and behavior. Porous carbonate rocks 
have shown a strong sensitivity to pore fluid chemistry, which can significantly alter 
response to mechanical loading (Rutter, 1974; Risnes et al., 2005; Lisabeth and Zhu, 
2015). Observations of fluid injection and removal from carbonate reservoirs indicate 
that their rock-fluid interaction introduces several mechanical and chemical 
weakening mechanisms. One example of this would be the Ekofisk chalk in the North 





compaction led to an unexpected increase of reservoir compaction and subsidence 
(Teufel et al., 1991). This compaction rate was observed to decrease over time 
(Guilbot and Smith, 2002), suggesting that the chemical dissolution was enhancing 
the deformation observed. The chemical and mechanical deformation appear to be 
highly coupled in carbonate rocks, such that enhanced deformation occurs when both 
processes occur simultaneously.  
Reservoir stability over large time scales is an important consideration for any 
potential injection or extraction projects. Unexpected compaction of reservoirs can 
lead to severe financial and environmental consequences such as induced seismicity 
(Simpson et al., 1988; Majer et al., 2007), well failure (Bruno, 1992; Fredrich et al., 
2000), and surface subsidence (De Waal and Smits, 1988). A better understanding of 
the deformation of porous carbonate rocks under mechanical and chemical loading is 
needed. 
1.2: Background 
Although their mechanical behavior is qualitatively similar, porous carbonate 
rocks vary in a number of ways from other porous rocks. For instance, crystal 
plasticity such as mechanical twinning can be activated at low temperatures in 
carbonate rocks (Turner et al., 1954). They are also more sensitive to their chemical 
environment, as calcite is fairly soluble in the presence of water or carbon dioxide 





1.2.1: Porosity and Pore Pressure 
The in-situ stress experienced by porous sedimentary rocks under 
hydrothermal conditions is affected by pore pressure. It is well understood for rocks 
that an increase in pore pressure lowers the effective pressure of a rock (Terzaghi, 
1936) represented by the equation: 
 𝑃𝐸 = 𝑃𝑇 − 𝑃𝑃 (1.1) 
where the 𝑃𝐸 is the effective pressure, 𝑃𝑇 is the overburden pressure, and 𝑃𝑃 is the 
pore pressure. 
Stress is an analogous quantity to pressure, defines the traction applied for a 
given orientation. The law of effective stress can then be written as: 
 𝜎𝐸 =  𝜎𝑇 − 𝑃𝑃 (1.2) 
𝜎𝐸 represents the effective stress, 𝜎𝑇 and 𝑃𝑃 represent the total stress and pore 
pressure of the rock, respectively. As is the convention for rock mechanics, positive 
stress indicates compaction and negative stress indicates extension in this work. 
Porosity has a number of effects on the behavior on carbonate rocks during 
deformation. The yielding strength of a rock (or effective mean stress where the 
behavior becomes inelastic) is inversely related to its initial porosity (Byerlee, 1968; 
Hirth and Tullis, 1989; Wong et al., 1992; Wong et al., 1997; Vajdova et al., 2004).  
1.2.2: Elastic and Plastic Behavior 
Porous carbonate rocks experience both elastic and plastic deformation under 
increasing mechanical load. Elastic deformation implies that all deformation that has 
occurred is recoverable. The elastic portion of strain is generally small compared to 





characterized by the elastic or Young's modulus (𝐸) and the Poisson's ratio (ν). Under 
conventional triaxial loading, with constant radial stress σ2 = σ3 (intermediate and 
minimum principal stresses respectively), the Young's modulus 𝐸 is the slope of the 
differential stress-axial strain curve during the linear elastic portion of deformations 
where the incremental change in differential stress is divided by the incremental 







 Poisson's ratio is the negative ratio of the change in transverse or radial strain 
(dε3) per the change in axial strain (dε1) during differential loading: 
 





It relates the axial and radial strains, defining the relationship between the material 
shortening and outward bulging. 
The inelastic strain is the plastic or non-recoverable strain accumulated once a 
rock has reached its elastic limit. Mechanisms for plastic strain during rock 
deformation include but are not limited to Hertzian fracturing at grain boundaries, 
grain boundary rotation, and inelastic pore collapse (Wong et al., 1997, Baud et al., 
2000a).  
The model developed by Rudnicki and Rice (1975) outlined a number of 
constitutive inelastic properties that can be used to describe the inelastic behavior of a 
dilatant material. These variables are the coefficient of internal friction 𝜇, the 
dilatancy factor 𝛽, and the hardening modulus 
ℎ
𝐸
 . The coefficient of internal friction 











where 𝜏 is the shear stress and 𝜎 is the effective normal stress; it describes the 
frictional behavior along microcracks that occurs during plastic yielding. The 
dilatancy factor β is formally defined as: 
 





and is the change in volumetric strain 𝑑𝜀𝑉 divided by the shear strain 𝑑𝛾 that occurs 
following the onset of inelastic deformation. It represents the tendency of a rock to 
dilate or increase in volume with increasing inelastic strain (see Rummel, 1982).  The 









(𝛽 + 𝜇 + 3𝑁)2 
(1.7) 
where 𝑁 relates the load geometry of the material, which for axisymmetric loading is 
1
√3
, and the other variables are defined above. The hardening modulus is the amount 
of hardening the sample exhibits post-yield. 
1.2.3: Brittle-Ductile Deformation 
 
The inelastic deformation of a porous carbonate rock can be described as 
either brittle or ductile (Byerlee, 1968; Rutter, 1986). Brittle deformation in rocks is 
predominantly controlled by the opening of microcracks oriented subparallel to the 
greatest principal stress (Brace et al., 1966; Byerlee, 1968; Fredrich et al., 1989), 
which results in dilation or an overall increase in volume. At higher confining 





(Paterson and Wong, 2005). Ductile deformation occurs through intracrystalline 
plasticity, inelastic pore collapse, and distributed micro-cracking (Rutter, 1986; 
Fredrich et al., 1989; Paterson and Wong, 2005), and results in compaction or an 
overall decrease in volume. Brittle and ductile behaviors are not mutually exclusive, 
and a transitional behavior exists where compaction occurs initially before dilatancy 
and volumetric increase occurs (Wong et al., 1997). This behavior is referred to as 
semibrittle (Rutter, 1986; Evans et al., 1990; Nicolas et al., 2016) and will be 
encountered in in this study. 
The transition from brittle dilatant behavior to ductile compactive behavior is 
sensitive to changes in porosity, chemical environment, and temperature (Heard, 
1960; Fredrich et al., 1989; Hirth and Tullis, 1994; Wong and Baud, 2012). Previous 
research with limestones (Rutter, 1972, Rutter, 1974; Yale and Crawford, 1998; 
Vajdova et al., 2004, 2012; Baud et al., 2009) has found that initial porosity is also 
inversely related to the transition from brittle to ductile behavior. For carbonate rocks, 
this transition from brittle to ductile behavior requires significantly lower confining 
pressures and temperatures, since carbonate minerals such as calcite require lower 
shear stresses than other common crustal minerals (such as quartz or feldspar) to 
induce crystal plasticity (Barber and Wenk, 1979). Whether dilatancy or compaction 
occurs is important for predictions of the stability of a porous carbonate rocks at a 
given condition (Wong and Baud, 1999). 
1.2.4: Fluid-Induced Mechanical Weakening 
The presence of aqueous fluids generally lowers the overall strength of a rock 





weakening is attributed to either mechanical effects such as pore pressure increase 
and resulting embrittlement (Paterson and Wong, 2005) or chemical effects such as 
enhanced sub-critical cracking and intergranular pressure solution (Rutter, 1983; 
Atkinson and Meredith, 1987; Brantut et al., 2014b). These mechanical and chemical 
effects are strongly coupled during porous rock deformation, such that the dominant 
mechanism of deformation is sensitive to the individual mineral solubility (Risnes et 
al., 2005; Liteanu et al., 2012; David et al., 2015). The chemical effects of fluid-rock 
interaction can play a significant role in the behavior of carbonate rocks. Carbonate 
minerals are sensitive to the pH, salinity, and CO2 content of a fluid. They have 
relatively fast reaction rates when in the presence of fluids (Plummer et al., 1978, 
Plummer and Busenberg, 1982; Sjöberg and Rickard, 1983; Pokrovsky et al., 2005). 
This implies that the chemistry of the aqueous fluid interacting with the rock may 
contribute to the deformation behavior. The most common carbonate mineral is 
calcite, and it is the main component of limestone in this study. The fluid/rock 
reactions occurring at the surface of calcite can be written as: 
 
 𝐶𝑎𝐶𝑂3 + 2𝐻
+ ↔ 𝐶𝑎2+ + 𝐻2𝐶𝑂3 (1.8) 
 











The equations for calcite dissolution in a saturated environment are taken from 
Plummer et al. (1978). This study focuses on the dissolution of calcite, but these 
formulae can be applied to other carbonate species (see Pokrovsky et al., 2002).  
 The dissolution of calcite in a chemically active environment is primarily 
driven by the H+ content (pH) of the fluid (Equation 1.8), the temperature during 
reaction, and the calcite surface area able to react. The dissolution of calcite acts as a 
buffer for the fluid, decreasing the hydrogen ion content as the fluid approaches 
equilibrium with the reacting calcite surface. As hydrogen content of a reacting fluid 
increases, both the degree and rate of calcite dissolution increase (Plummer et al., 
1978). The average fluid pH will rise and the rate of dissolution will decrease. Most 
sedimentary rocks in the crust have pore fluids with pH values in the range of 5-9 
(Hanor, 1994). At a neutral pH, the dominant chemical reaction occurring in calcite-
rich rock is Equation 1.9, and the dissolution of calcite is fairly low, limited more by 
available calcite surface area rather than the rate of chemical reaction (Plummer et al., 
1978).Therefore the effect of chemical solubility on the behavior of carbonate rocks 
is strictly time-dependent, and likely decreases as the fluid approaches chemical 
equilibrium with the reacting calcite surface (Zhang and Spiers, 2005). However, if 
deformation is not solely dependent on the chemical potential of the reacting pore 
fluid, then the chemical effect of a reacting fluid on the deformation response of 
carbonate rocks can be significant (Rutter, 1972; 1983; Risnes et al., 2005; Carpenter 





1.2.5: Deformation Micromechanisms 
The primary mechanisms for deformation in porous carbonate rocks are 
microcracking, mechanical twinning, and pressure-enhanced dissolution (Fredrich et 
al., 1989; Vajdova et al., 2004; Lisabeth and Zhu, 2015; Nicolas et al., 2016). It is 
important to note that these mechanisms are not mutually exclusive, and can occur 
simultaneously during deformation in carbonate rocks (Liteanu et al., 2012). 
Subcritical Cracking 
Subcritical cracking occurs when cracks propagate slower than the speed of 
sound and below the nominal failure stress (Atkinson, 1984). Continued crack growth 
during deformation can eventually lead to crack coalescence and macroscopic failure. 
Subcritical crack growth occurs progressively during deformation, with a preferred 
orientation to crack growth occurring in the brittle deformation regime. Under ductile 
deformation conditions, no preferred crack orientation is generally exhibited. In 
porous carbonate rocks, microcracks display a preferential orientation parallel to the 
maximum compressive stress. With increasing confinement, the anisotropy of crack 
orientation decreases (Wu et al., 2000).  
Stress corrosion cracking (SCC) is subcritical crack growth that is enhanced 
by the presence of chemically active fluids (Atkinson and Meredith, 1981; Brantut et 
al., 2013, 2014b). The presence of fluids is known to reduce the stress required to 
nucleate and propagate subcritical cracks (Røyne et al., 2011). Atkinson (1984) 
suggested that the increased chemical potential at crack tips due to elastic stress 
concentration may lead to enhanced crack tip dissolution and thus drive crack 





pH, water activity, and presence of salts can significantly affect dissolution and 
therefore subcritical crack growth. This suggests that the effect of fluids on crack 
propagation should decrease as the pore fluid continues to reach chemical equilibrium 
in carbonate rocks. 
Mechanical Twinning 
Intracrystalline plasticity can occur at low temperatures and pressures in 
carbonate rocks, with the most common form being crystal twinning (Barber and 
Wenk, 1979; Rowe and Rutter, 1990; Burkhard, 1993). Twinning occurs easily in 
carbonate minerals because only low shear stresses are needed to facilitate 
intracrystalline plasticity (see Figure 1.2) (Turner et al., 1954). Due to the ease of 
nucleating twins, they serve as a means of accommodating inelastic strain in 
carbonate rocks at conditions that cannot induce crystal plasticity in other porous 
rocks. However, the role fluids play in twin nucleation and propagation observed in 






Figure 1.2: Schematic of evolution in calcite twin morphology at higher temperatures, adapted from 
Burkhard (1993) method of classification. a) Shows the different classifications of twin morphology and how 
they develop with increasing temperature. b-e) Natural examples of the twin types found in several marbles 
and thrust faults. Images taken from Ferrill et al. (2004). 
 
Intergranular Pressure Solution 
Intergranular pressure solution (IPS) is a process that involves the dissolution 
and re-precipitation of minerals at grain boundaries under applied normal stress 
(Rutter and Elliot, 1976; Rutter, 1983; Zhang and Spiers, 2005, 2010). In a 
chemically active environment, stress applied to grain boundaries in contact with one 
another creates a heightened dissolution at the stressed contact. This leads to three 
serial processes: a removal by dissolution of the grains in contact, followed by a 
diffusion away from the higher stress regions and re-precipitation at lower stress 





by the slowest of the three processes, i.e. dissolution, diffusion, or re-precipitation. 
Dissolution, diffusion and re-precipitation are driven by the chemical potential 
gradient existing between the liquid at the stressed grain contact and that in the pore 
space (Croizé et al., 2010). 
 
Figure 1.3: Three proposed mechanisms of intergranular pressure solution. a) Thin-film model; b) 
Channel-island model; c) Free-faced plastic deformation model. Image from Le Guen et al. (2007). 
 Three primary models have been proposed for pressure solution at grain 
boundaries: the “thin-film" model (Weyl, 1959; Rutter and Elliot, 1976; Rutter, 1983) 
(Figure 1.3a), the “channel-island" model (Spiers et al., 1990; Lehner, 1995) (Figure 
1.3b), and the “free-face plastic deformation" model (Tada et al., 1987) (Figure 1.3c). 
The “thin-film" model proposes that a thin film of fluid lies between the entire grain 
contact surface under stress. The fluid allows for the diffusion of material throughout 
the entire grain contact away from the area under stress. The “channel-island" model 
proposes that the grain contact is a series of separate islands where heightened stress 
concentrations promote dissolution and where the gaps or channels allow for 
diffusion between and away from the contact surface. The “free-face plastic 
deformation" model proposes a continuous grain boundary without a fluid film. 
Dissolution of the grain contact in the pore fluid causes undercutting of the contact 





flow or brittle failure. It is worth noting that these models are not mutually exclusive 
and may all be occurring simultaneously during deformation (Le Guen et al., 2007; 
Liteanu et al., 2012). 
Given the high solubility of carbonate minerals and common occurrence of 
fluids in the upper crust, pressure solution is considered a significant compaction 
mechanism in porous carbonate rocks (Wanless, 1979; Rutter, 1983; Hellmann et al., 
2002). Various microstructures observed in carbonate rocks such as sutured grain 
contacts, truncated grains, and stylolites have been attributed to pressure solution 
processes (Wanless, 1979). In addition, the grain boundary dissolution that occurs 
through pressure solution indentation is not dependent on the saturation state of the 
reacting fluid, and will continue even as calcite solubility decreases (Zhang and 
Spiers, 2005). 
1.2.6: Time-Dependent Compaction 
Strain rate is a measure of the rate of differential mechanical loading. In 
nature, strain rates as low as 10-14 s-1 (associated with tectonic loading) and as fast as 
103 s-1 (during earthquakes) can be observed. At rapid strain rates and nominally dry 
conditions, rock strength is essentially time-independent (Paterson and Wong, 2005). 
However, fluids are ubiquitous throughout the upper crust, and most regional strain 
rates are quite slow. At these conditions, which are common for porous carbonate 
rocks, deformation behavior can be time-dependent (i.e. the rate of loading affects the 
compaction) (Rutter 1972; Croizé et al., 2013; Brantut et al., 2013, 2014a). 
Rock–fluid interaction plays a significant role in the time-dependent rock 





or decrease in the local effective stress by locally reducing or elevating the pore 
pressure, respectively (Rutter, 1972, Brantut et al., 2014a). Under rapid mechanical 
loading, the rock compacts or dilates more quickly than for slower loading, and a 
phenomenon called dilatancy softening or hardening can occur. In the case of 
compaction, the fluid may not be able to escape the pore spaces quickly enough and 
will raise the pore pressure, which lowers the effective pressure on the rock (see 
Equations 2.1 and 2.2). In contrast, rapid dilation can lead to an increase in the 
effective stress as the pore pressure is lowered (Rutter, 1972). This is particularly 
important for carbonate rocks, given the greater heterogeneity of their pore structure 
and permeability compared to other porous rocks. 
Second, the kinetics of chemical reactions operate at different rates than the 
rate of mechanical loading (Pokrovsky et al., 2005). In most porous rocks, this is 
relatively insignificant because of their slow reaction kinetics (Brantley, 2003; 
Brantut et al., 2014a). However, carbonate minerals react over relatively short time 
scales, and this can lead to rapid deformation in conjunction with mechanical loading. 
SCC and IPS require both mechanical and chemical loading to occur (Hellmann et 
al., 2002; Brantut et al., 2014a; Lisabeth and Zhu, 2015). This coupled hydro-chemo-
mechanical deformation in porous carbonate rocks implies chemical deformation 
influences the rate of mechanical deformation. However, the rate of chemical 
deformation is more difficult to predict since local stress concentrations, pore fluid, 






Figure 1.4: Photo showing reservoir compaction in of an offshore platform above the Ekofisk chalk. Water 
line provides a good indicator for the overall subsidence over the 10 year period of seawater injection. 
Photo taken from Nagel (2001). 
This coupled hydro-chemo-mechanical weakening in carbonate rocks can 
facilitate additional compaction in reservoir rock beyond deformation due to 
mechanical load (Croizé et al., 2013). One example is that of the Ekofisk oil field in 
the North Sea, where seawater was injected into a porous chalk formation in order to 
halt reservoir compaction and increase hydrocarbon production by increasing the in-
situ pore pressure (Teufel et al., 1991). Following seawater injection, the reservoir 
compacted an additional 10 meters. This suggests that the compaction in Ekofisk 
chalk was not only controlled by the pore pressure, but also the chemical environment 
(Teufel et al., 1991; Risnes, 2001). Experimental evidence also supports this enhanced 
weakening in porous carbonate rocks (Hellmann et al., 2002; Liteanu et al., 2012, 





increased dramatically in chalk samples saturated with saline water instead of pure 
water. Le Guen et al. (2007) found that in limestone and calcite-cemented sandstone, 
deformation in the presence of water and supercritical CO2 caused an increase in the 
strain rate immediately following fluid injection. It was also seen that deformation in 
a chemically active environment was primarily accommodated by dissolution-assisted 
compaction in porous carbonate rocks, with pore collapse observed dominantly at the 
points of fluid injection (Le Guen et al., 2007). Recent work by Lisabeth and Zhu 
(2015) showed pore fluid equilibration with calcite in porous limestone can 
significantly affect the carbonate rock strength. This corroborates that the rate of 
calcite dissolution and pore fluid content has a strong impact on overall deformation 
behavior in porous carbonate rocks. 
1.3: Research Aims 
This work looks at the deformation mechanisms of limestone under different 
mechanical and chemical loading conditions. Since the rate of mechanical and 
chemical loading each have an effect on the observed deformation response, both are 
varied. For mechanical loading, confining pressure was varied and three different 
strain rates were applied (1.5x10-4, 1.5x10-5 and 1.5x10-6 s-1), while hydrostatic 
deformations are conducted at strain rates of 6x10-5 s-1 and 6x10-6 s-1.  For chemical 
loading, samples were saturated with deionized water (not in equilibrium with rock). 
This work will allow a systematic comparison of limestone deformation under 
various conditions and to quantify the role confining pressure, strain rate, and 





Quantitative analysis of the microstructures of deformed limestone were 
conducted on thin sections prepared from deformed Indiana limestone samples. 
Microstructural analysis yields information on the specific role microcracking, calcite 
twinning, and pressure solution play in the deformation of limestone at different 
pressure, strain rate, and fluid conditions. These observations allow for a connection 
between the experimental observations and the physical micromechanisms 
accommodating carbonate rock deformation. Combining experimental observations 
with microstructural analysis allows for a quantification of limestone behavior at 
different conditions, and potential predictions of the role carbonate petrophysical 






Chapter 2: Effect of Water, Confining Pressure, and Strain Rate 
on Mechanical Behavior of Limestone: Deformation Tests 
2.1: Experiment Preparation 
2.1.1: Indiana Limestone and Northern Israel Limestone 
 Indiana limestone is a calcium-carbonate rich rock of Mississippian age, 
composed of >98% calcite, with around 1% accessory minerals such as oxides 
minerals and clays (Handbook, 1998). The limestone is predominately composed of 
allochmechmical clasts between 200 and 2000 μm aligned subparallel to bedding 
(Churcher et al., 1991) (Figure 2.1). The pore spaces are partially filled with 
a sparry calcitic cement. Porosity is divided between large intergranular pore spaces 
surrounded by sparry cement, and smaller intragranular and intracrystalline pore 
spaces (Vajdova et al., 2004; Zhu et al., 2010). It is classified as an oolitic grainstone 
using the Dunham classification for carbonate rocks (Dunham, 1962). Blocks of 
Indiana limestone from Bedford, Indiana were cored perpendicular to bedding and 
ground into cylinders of length 50.8 mm and diameter 25.4 mm (2 inch by 1 inch). 
 Limestone samples from a reservoir in northern Israel of Jurassic age are also 
evaluated here. The high heat flux in this region has led to consideration of the 
sedimentary rocks there for potential geothermal energy production (Shalev et al., 
2013). The limestone is dominated by a micrite matrix, with scattered fossiliferous 
grains. It is classified as a bioclastic wackestone according to the Dunham 





bedding and ground into cylinders of length 38.1 mm and diameter 18.4 mm (1.5 inch 
by 0.725 inch).  
 
Figure 2.1: Micrographs of undeformed Indiana limestone. Grains are predominantly allochemical clasts 
>30 μm in diameter. Calcitic cement and large pore spaces can be seen between the individual subrounded 
grains in the top image. The bottom image shows little deformation occurring in the undeformed rock. 
Grain sizes and shapes show a wide distribution, though most grains are round or elliptical in shape. 






Figure 2.2: Micrographs of undeformed limestone from northern Israel. Top image (taken at 5X magnification) 
shows the rock is predominantly a fine grain carbonate matrix with larger angular fossils scattered 
throughout. Bottom image (taken at 20X magnification) shows that the carbonate matrix is extremely fine, 





2.1.2: Porosity Measurement 
 Initial porosity is an important parameter that controls the observed mode of 
failure of limestones (Wong et al., 1997). Porosity values of all samples were 
calculated using a comparison of the dry and water-saturated volumes and masses of 
each sample. Indiana limestone samples were found to have an average porosity 
16.0%, similar to values found in Lisabeth and Zhu (2015) for Indiana limestone. 
Porosity was primarily divided between larger pore spaces between grains and 
smaller micropores located in the oolitic grains. The Israeli limestone was found to be 
less porous by comparison, with an average initial porosity of ~1.6%. Porosity of the 
Israeli limestone was primarily found in the micritic matrix, with relatively little 






2.1.3: Sample Jacketing and Preparation 
 
Figure 2.3: Experimental setup for deformation experiments. Limestone sample is between the two end-






 Indiana limestone samples were first saturated with deionized water for 24 
hours using a vacuum saturation method. The Israeli limestone samples were 
saturated for 48 hours prior to loading to ensure complete fluid saturation. Once 
saturated masses and volumes were measured, dry deformation samples were then re-
dried for 24 hours, while the water-saturated deformations were not re-dried. Samples 
were jacketed with a copper of 127 μm thicknesses. Following this the samples were 
sealed with heat-shrink tubing and placed in the deformation apparatus. After seating 
the jacket to the sample at 5 MPa, three electrical resistance strain gages were then 
placed on the jacket: two oriented length wise to measure axial strain and one 
oriented laterally to measure radial strain (Figure 2.3). Samples were then placed 
between the two end-caps and sealed with polyolefin tubing and steel tie-wires to 
isolate the samples from the confining medium. Pore tubes were placed at the bottom 
end-cap of each sample during the pore fluid experiments to allow control of pore 







Figure 2.4: Model of the pore system for fluid system in the AutoLab 1500. Separate fluid systems control 
the confining, differential, and pore pressure. 
2.2: Experimental Procedures 
2.2.1: Dry Deformation Experiments 
 All experiments were conducted at room temperature. A hydrostatic 
experiment was first performed to characterize the loading behavior of dried Indiana 
limestone and find the P* value, or the pressure at which inelastic pore collapse 
begins (Zhang et al., 1990). Dried samples are jacketed and loaded into the pressure 
vessel. A small confining pressure (3 MPa) is then added to the sample, and the 
confining pressure is hydrostatically loaded at a rate of 2 MPa/min (equivalent to an 
axial strain rate of 6x10-5 s-1 for Indiana limestone) to around ~125 MPa. 
 Axial deformation experiments with constant axial displacement were 
conducted on dried Indiana limestone afterwards. Samples were jacketed, inserted 
into the pressure vessel, and then loaded to the effective confining pressures used. 





deformed with strain rates of 1.5x10-5 s-1 and 1.5x10-6 s-1. The variation in strain rate 
allows for analysis of the effect of strain rate. 
2.2.2: Water-Saturated Deformation Experiments 
 Water saturated Indiana and Israeli limestone samples were inserted into the 
pressure vessel and loaded to a small confining pressure (3 MPa). Then, deionized 
water was added to the system and the pore pressure of the sample was raised to 1 
MPa. Trapped air was then vacuumed from the pore system, after which the sample 
was loaded to the specific experimental conditions. 
Water saturated Indiana limestone samples were deformed under both 
hydrostatic and axial conditions. The axial deformation experiments were conducted 
with effective confining pressures of 10 and 30 MPa. A pore pressure of 10 MPa was 
applied to all samples. To compare the time-dependent behavior of the saturated 
experiments, strain rates of 1.5x10-4, 1.5x10-5, and 1.5x10-6 s-1 were used during the 
axial experiments. Additionally, two water saturated hydrostatic deformations were 
conducted. This was made in order to determine if time-dependent deformation could 
occur under purely hydrostatic loading conditions in porous carbonate rocks. These 
deformations were conducted at rates of 6x10-5 and 6x10-6 s-1, which were calculated 
from the rate of axial strain per second during the elastic portion of the hydrostatic 
loading.  
For the Israeli limestone, a water-saturated hydrostatic deformation was 
conducted first. Once the hydrostatic loading behavior was quantified, the effective 





deformations were conducted using strain rates of 1.5x10-5 s-1 with effective pressures 
of 30 and 70 MPa. 
2.2.3: Data Processing 
 Data points during experiments were collected every 0.1 second for 1.5x10-4 s-
1 axial deformations and every 2 seconds for all hydrostatic deformations, as well as 
all the 1.5x10-5 s-1 and 1.5x10-6 s-1 strain rate axial deformations. Volumetric strains 
were calculated using the relation for axisymmetric samples: 
 𝜀𝑣 = 2 ∗ 𝜀3 +  𝜀1 (2.1) 
where 𝜀𝑣 is the volumetric strain and 𝜀1  and 𝜀3 are the radial and axial strains. 
 
 The bulk modulus (𝐾), or the resistance of a material to compression, was 
calculated by dividing the change in effective mean stress by the change in 
volumetric strain: 
 





where 𝜎𝑣 is the volumetric strain and 𝜎𝐸 is the effective stress. The linear portion of 
the hydrostatic deformation can be used to calculate the bulk modulus prior to the 
onset of grain breakage and pore collapse. The inverse of this is referred to as the 
compressibility (𝐵) and be used when discussing the hydrostatic deformations. 
 Effective mean stress was calculated using the relation: 
 
𝜎𝑒 =  




with 𝜎1, 𝜎2, and 𝜎3 as the principal stresses applied and PP as the pore pressure. The 
differential stress, 𝜎𝑑𝑠, was calculated as the difference between the maximum 















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Subsection 1: Hydrostatic Indiana Limestone Deformations 
 
Figure 2.5: Mechanical data for hydrostatic compaction conducted on each limestone, under both dry and 
water-saturated conditions. Dry data from Vajdova et al. (2004) also plotted for comparison. 
Mechanical data from all hydrostatic deformation experiments of Indiana and 
Israeli limestone are plotted in Figure 2.5. All Indiana limestone samples follow a 
general trend of linearly increasing strain with increased stress, followed by a 
nonlinear period where the rate of compaction changes with increased effective 





marks the onset of pore collapse and the breakdown of grains. This is referred to here 
as the P* or grain-crushing pressure (Zhang et al., 1990).  
The dry hydrostat shows similar behavior to previously reported deformations 
with Indiana limestone reported in Vajdova et al. (2004) (shown in Figure 2.5).  Data 
for hydrostatic compaction these and of other limestones with different porosities are 
reported in Table 3.1. The P* value of the dry hydrostatic deformation found here and 
in Vajdova et al. (2004) (~60 MPa) were found to be of similar values, indicating a 
general similarity in the deformation of dry Indiana limestone. The dry and water 
saturated Indiana limestone show similar linear trends of compaction prior to the 
onset of pore collapse (similar bulk moduli (𝐾)). However, the grain crushing 
pressure P* is significantly lower when Indiana limestone is saturated with water.  
The Israeli limestone had a significantly greater bulk modulus compared to 
the all the Indiana limestone samples (Table 2.1). The P* value was unable to be 
determined, as it did not occur within the range of confining pressures obtainable by 





Subsection 2: Axial Deformation of Indiana Limestone Dry and Water Saturated 
Deformations 
 
Figure 2.6: Depictions of the transition through stages I-IV and the transition from shear-enhanced 
compaction (C*) to shear-enhanced dilation (C*’). Volumetric and axial strain plot models adapted 
Wawersik and Brace (1971). 
Deformation behavior of porous rocks can generally be separated into four 
stages (Wawersik and Brace 1971). Nonlinear shortening with decreasing compliance 
(I), followed by a period of linear shortening (II), and a second nonlinear stage with 
increasing apparent compliance during which the rock may or may not reach a peak 
stress (III), followed by strain softening or hardening (IV) (Figure 2.6). These stages 
correspond to (I) pre-existing crack closure, (II) elastic or recoverable deformation, 
(III) initiation of plastic deformation such as microcracking and crystal plasticity, and 
(IV) overall rock failure and stress drop.  
With the onset of inelastic deformation during axial deformation, porous rocks 
may either exhibit shear-enhanced compaction (marked by C*) or shear-enhanced 
dilation (marked by C*’) (nomenclature adapted from Wong et al., 1997). When the 
rock experiences a rapid decrease in volumetric strain (marked by C’), the degree of 





deforms through localized brittle faulting. When the rock experiences a rapid increase 
in volumetric strain (marked by C*), the degree of compaction or pore collapse is 
greater than the degree of crack opening and deformation occurs primarily through 
distributed cataclastic flow (Wong et al., 1997). Eventually compaction of the rock 
transitions from shear-enhanced compaction to shear-enhanced dilation as localized 
microcracking becomes dominant, the transition is referred to as C*’ (Baud et al., 
2000a). 
 
Figure 2.7: Mechanical data for volumetric strain of all Indiana limestone experiments, both hydrostatic and 






Figure 2.8: Axial deformation data for volumetric strain of all Indiana limestone experiments. Data from 
Vajdova et al. (2004) plotted in black. 
 The volumetric strains for all Indiana limestone deformations are plotted in 
Figure 2.7 against the effective mean stress (𝜎𝑒). At low confining pressure, all the 
limestones experienced a shift from inelastic compaction (C*) before quickly 
transitioning to rapid dilation (C*’) as the opening of microcracks becomes dominant. 
At moderate to higher pressures, all the limestones tested experienced shear-enhanced 
compaction quickly following the application differential stress. At 30 MPa, samples 
at all conditions experienced a brief period of shear-enhanced compaction before 
transitioning to shear-enhanced dilation. As confining pressure was increased further, 
the inelastic compaction prior to the onset of dilatancy also increased.  
 The differential stress as a function of axial strain for all axial deformations is 





rate of 1.5x10-6 s-1, at a confining pressure of 10 MPa all samples experienced 
negligible amounts of strain softening. For the exception, a peak differential stress 
was achieved before the onset of strain softening, though no localized failure was 
observed post-deformation. As confining pressure was increased on each limestone, 
the degree of strain hardening increased and plastic deformation was achieved at 
progressively lower differential stresses. Though variation exists between the 
differential stresses experienced at each condition tested, no changes in the specific 
mode of failure behavior were observed at any of the conditions tested. 
2.4: Discussion 
 Indiana limestone deformed axially in this study did not experience localized 
brittle failure at any of the conditions. In order to quantify the plastic properties of the 
limestone as the fluid, pressure and strain rate conditions vary, the yield-cap model 
developed by Rudnicki (2004) for a primarily compactant material was used here. 
Normally shear stress is inferred from the maximum differential stress experienced 
before brittle failure occurs (Jaeger, 1960). Here the failure envelope is defined in 
shear stress-normal stress space. The stress is inferred from the point at which the 
volumetric strain first deviates from the hydrostat during axial deformation (in this 






where 𝜎1 − 𝜎3 is the differential stress and 𝜏
∗ is the shear stress at the onset of shear-





axisymmetric samples is 
1
√3
 (Rudnicki and Rice, 1975). The slope of the yield surface 
here can be inferred as the coefficient of friction. The dilatancy factor following the 
onset of shear-enhanced compaction (referred to here as β) can be found from the 
tangent of the deformation behavior in shear strain-volumetric strain space once slope 
has become quasi-linear. With the coefficient of friction and the dilatancy factor, the 






2.4.1: Effect of Pressure 
 
Figure 2.9: Top: Compactive yield envelope derived from initiation of shear-enhanced compaction (C*); 
bottom: plots of shear strain against porosity change in Indiana limestone. The dilatancy factor (β) is inferred 
from the negative slope of the shear strain plot following the onset of inelastic compaction. 
 The effective pressure applied during deformation appears to have the most 
noticeable effect on systemically changing the deformation behavior of Indiana 
limestone. In Figure 2.9, shear strain is plotted against the porosity change in order to 
clarify the change from brittle dilatant behavior to semibrittle distributed deformation. 





(Rice, 1968; Rudnicki, 2004). The slope of the lines can be used to infer the dilatancy 
factor following the onset of shear-enhanced compaction (β). As the slope transitions 
from more positive to more negative with increasing pressure (Fredrich 1989; Renner 
and Rummel, 1996), the dilatancy factor serves as a good indicator of the transition 
from dilatant brittle deformation to distributed cataclastic flow. All values are 







Figure 2.10: Plots of axial strain against radial strain as a function of confining pressure. The negative of 






 The transition from brittle to semibrittle deformation (nomenclature from 
Evans et al., 1990) in Indiana limestone occurs between the effective pressures of 10 
and 20 MPa, in agreement with previous findings (Vajdova et al., 2004). At 30 and 50 
MPa confining pressures, the behaviors are consistent despite the change in 
magnitude of the strain rate during deformation. Interestingly, at the low confining 
pressure of 10 MPa, the slower strain rate deformation actually experienced greater 
dilatancy for the same degree of axial strain (see Figure 2.11). This is contrary to 
what is expected in that an increase in strain rate is expected to lead to an increased 
embrittlement of a rock during axial deformation (Wawersik and Fairhurst, 1970; 
Rutter, 1974). However, porous carbonate rocks can have wide petrophysical 
heterogeneity over small geologic scales in properties such as porosity, permeability, 
grain size, and texture (Folk, 1959; Hugman and Friedman, 1979; Lønøy, 2006; 
Huella and Nicholls, 2012). More recently, Dautriat et al. (2011) and Nicolas et al. 
(2016) found, within the transitional regime between brittle and semibrittle 
deformation in porous carbonate rocks, the deformation response can be highly 
variable even for the same loading conditions. At 10 MPa confining pressure, for 
Indiana limestone, Indiana limestone could potentially deform in both the brittle and 
semibrittle deformation regimes (Vajdova et al, 2004; Zhu et al., 2010). 
2.4.2: Effect of Water 
 The hydrostatic deformations with water as a pore fluid show a significant 
reduction of the P* value as compared to the dry hydrostatic experiment (38 and 42 
MPa compared to 61 MPa). The bulk moduli for the elastic portion of the 





onset of grain-crushing is significantly reduced by the presence of water, the effective 
compressibility of the rock and its pore spaces is largely unchanged (Baud et al., 
2000a; Vajdova et al., 2004).  
 
Figure 2.12: Volumetric strain following the application of differential stress. Water-saturated 
deformations only display pronounced weakening at the greater effective pressure of 30 MPa. Red, blue are 






 Qualitatively, the axial deformations show only limited changes in the 
observed strain behavior and no change in the mode of failure (compactant or 
dilatant), similar to what is observed in the deformation of porous sandstones (Baud 
et al., 2000b). The effect of water during axial deformations is variable, and seems to 
be dependent on the confinement condition applied during deformation. At the lower 
effective pressure of 10 MPa, the deformations appear to be unchanged for the 
conditions utilized in this study (Figure 2.12). It does appear however that no 
noticeable reduction in the deviatoric stress occurred during each water-saturated 
deformation, unlike during the dry deformation. This may indicate that while the 
observed deformation behavior is largely the same at these conditions, water may 
have the effect of suppressing brittle deformation mechanisms at the transitional stage 
of deformation through the addition of chemically-induced deformation mechanisms 
such as pressure solution creep. The apparent lack of significant weakening of porous 
limestone is similar to experimental observations of water-saturated Indiana 
limestone (Glowacki and Selvedurai, 2016). 
At effective pressures of 30 MPa, Indiana limestone shows a reduction in the 
maximum differential stress required to facilitate compaction when saturated with 
water (see Figure 2.12) following the onset of inelastic compaction. The pressure 
required to facilitate shear-enhanced compaction (C*) shows a minor reduction for all 
water saturated samples, though the transition to shear-enhanced dilation occurs at 
much lower effective stresses than under similar conditions without fluids present. 





Indiana limestone is related to the effective stress experienced by the rock prior to 
axial deformation.  
One possible explanation for the change in the water-weakening behavior 
could be from a shift in the micromechanics of deformation. When saturated with 
water, fluid-enhanced subcritical cracking and pressure solution will both be 
occurring in Indiana limestone. At lower confining pressures, the opening of 
microcracks will occur more easily than other deformation mechanisms. At higher 
confining pressures, the opening of microcracks is suppressed by the increased 
pressure. At lower effective confining pressures the propagation of subcritical cracks 
through dissolution of crack tips is likely the controlling deformation mechanism, and 
the increased dilatancy as a result may diminish the compactive behavior associated 
with pressure solution (Le Guen et al., 2007; Liteanu et al., 2013). At greater 
confining pressures this allows more deformation to be accommodated by the 
pressure solution creep, while the opening of microcracks is impeded by the increased 
confining pressure. 
2.4.3: Effect of Strain Rate 
 Observation of hydrostatic compaction in the presence of fluids suggests that a 
reduction of an order of magnitude in loading rate has no appreciable change in the 
observed compaction behavior (Figure 2.7). This is reasonable, as chemically-assisted 
weakening in sedimentary rocks is largely driven by the application of differential 
stress and the regional temperature conditions (Lehner, 1959; Zhang and Spiers, 2005; 





strain rate of axial deformation has no significant effect on samples deformed while 
under dry conditions as well (Figure 2.13). This is in agreement with previous work 
exploring time-dependent weakening of porous limestone (Lajtai et al., 1991). While 
under dry conditions, plastic deformation of most rocks occurs primarily through 
increased microcracking and, in the case of carbonate rocks, crystal plasticity processes 
such as twinning and dislocation slip (Brantut et al., 2014a). At the strain rates used 
here, microcracks propagate at speeds much higher than natural subcritical cracks 
develop. Thus the propagation of microcracks is instead determined by the critical 
stress intensity factor at microcrack tips, which is essentially time-independent (Costin, 
1983). Likewise, crystal twinning is a primarily ductile process, and is largely a 
function of the pressure and temperature experienced to the rock during deformation 






Figure 2.13: Data for differential stress achieved at 1% axial strain for all experiments deformed with 
differential load. Values for the strain rate (?̇?) applied are reported in negative log values. 
 Conversely, the presence of fluids adds chemically-assisted deformation 





temperature conditions utilized in this study, the period of time required to achieve 
fluid equilibrium with calcite should be within 50 hours of the addition of non-
equilibrated water (Zhang and Spiers, 2010; Liteanu et al., 2013; Lisabeth and Zhu, 
2015). This means that the fluid should not be in equilibrium and dissolution of the 
calcite should be occurring throughout the experiment, allowing for time-dependent 
weakening of the limestones. However, there is not a significant variation in 
mechanical behavior between the deformations conducted at an effective pressure of 
10 MPa (Figure 2.8). No embrittlement was observed as the strain rate was increased 
from 1.5x10-6 s-1 to 1.5x10-4 s-1 (see Figure 2.13). Indeed, at the intermediate strain 
rate condition, the water saturated limestone seemed to experience greater shear strain 
than its dry counterpart (see Figure 2.13). It is worth noting however that the 
differential stress required to achieve the same degree of strain decreases 
systematically as the rate of strain is decreased, unlike the deformations conducted 
under dry conditions (Figure 2.13). This may indicate that time-dependent 
deformation is occurring, but the change in the mechanical behavior of the limestone 
is not significant at this effective pressure. 
 At effective pressures of 30 MPa, there is a decrease in the differential stress 
required to achieve both shear-enhanced compaction and dilation (C* and C*’) 
(Figure 2.12), unlike in the lower effective pressure experiments. Similar to the 10 
MPa experiments, there is also a systematic decrease in the stress achieved at 1% 
axial strain (Figure 2.13).  
The water saturated experiment conducted at 1.5x10-4 s-1 achieves a slightly 





strengthening could be due to a number of reasons. First, as noted in Equation 1.2, the 
maintenance of the same effective pressure is dependent upon a constant pore 
pressure. However, if the reduction in permeability is rapid enough, pore fluid will be 
unable to escape, leading to a localized increase in pore pressure and subsequent 
embrittlement. Such behavior has been previously observed in both limestones 
(Rutter, 1972) and sandstones (Duda and Renner, 2013). At an effective pressure of 
10 MPa, this strengthening does not seem to occur for the same strain rate. This is 
likely due to either only a small decrease in permeability being achieved at such a low 
effective pressure, or due to the counter effect of permeability increasing in the brittle 
regime due to the opening microcracks subparallel to the maximum principal stress in 
sedimentary rocks (Zhu and Wong, 1997).  
Alternatively, it could be that the fluid-assisted mechanisms of deformation 
are not enabled at such a rapid strain rate. As strain rate is decreased, the effect of 
calcite dissolution on deformation behavior becomes more prominent, and reduction 
of strength occurs with each magnitude of strain rate decrease. The changes in 
behavior suggest that time-dependent weakening is occurring in the water saturated 
samples at all conditions, but that only with greater confinement is the change in 
deformation response appreciable. It is possible that this may be due to a shift in the 







Chapter 3: Indiana Limestone Petrophysical and Microstructural 
Analysis 
 Microstructures can serve as a bridge between laboratory-conducted rock 
analysis and field observations of deformed rocks. They are particularly important for 
calcite-rich rocks, as deformation behavior can be accommodated by more than 
simple microcracking and cataclasis even at room temperature. This analysis will 
seek to use stereologic techniques to analyze post-test behavior of Indiana limestone 
deformed in laboratory conditions. 
3.1: Quantitative Analysis Procedure 
3.1.1: Methodology  
Petrophysical Analysis 
 The behavior of a rock under stress is highly interrelated with the 
petrophysical properties (Wong et al., 1997, Patterson and Wong, 2005, Vajdova et 
al., 2012). Properties such as average grain-size, porosity, pore connectivity, and 
mineralogy can all have a significant impact on deformation behavior. Carbonate 
rocks in particular are additionally influenced by the specific texture and composition 
(see Hugman and Friedman, 1979, Vajdova et al., 2004, Zhu et al., 2010, Dautriat et 
al., 2011). High petrophysical variability in sedimentary rocks has been shown 
previously to hide changes in the mechanical behavior due to changes in deformation 
conditions (Donath and Fruth, 1971). Given this, three properties are evaluated to 
characterize the compositional properties relevant to the observed deformation 





 Initial porosities are determined via the saturation method mentioned 
previously. All porosity measurements are reported in Table 3.1. Indiana limestone is 
an oolitic grainstone primarily composed of two components: large allochems 
composed of a combination of micrite and calcite spar, with a matrix of calcite spar 
(Churcher et al., 1991) (Figure 3.1). Though the rock is dominantly composed of 
calcite (>98%), previous studies have noted that deformation in Indiana limestone is 
unevenly accommodated between these components (Vajdova et al., 2012). 
Additionally, numerical studies (Yin and Mavko, 1994; Wong and Wu, 1995) as well 
as laboratory experiments (Menéndez et al., 1996; David et al., 1998) have indicated 
that even a small change in the cement content (i.e. matrix material) plays a 
significant role in sedimentary rocks’ elastic and inelastic response to deformation. In 
order to find the average proportion of each component, a point count was performed 
on a thin section of an undeformed sample of Indiana limestone. 300 points were 
taken to eliminate bias in the analysis. Photomicrographs were taken at 10X 
magnification. Analysis divides components into micrite, intracrystalline spar, and 
intercrystalline spar. Data is compared with previous results for Indiana limestone 
published in Hugman and Friedman (1979). 
The grains of Indiana limestone vary in shape from elongate ellipsoid to 
nearly spherical. To find grain size of the limestone, photomicrographs of an 
undeformed Indiana limestone thin section were taken at 10X magnification to find 
the average diameter of individual grains. A chord length analysis (Underwood, 
1972) was used to find the average grain diameter of the limestone samples. A series 





photomicrographs. A chord was drawn in both the horizontal and vertical directions 
to find the average grain diameter (Underwood, 1972). Horizontal lines were spaced 
at 0.5 mm increments from one another. 
 
Figure 3.1: Diagram shows the variability of individual grains both in terms of the texture and morphology. 
Microstructure Analysis 
 Quantitative analysis of each limestone thin-section was performed using a 





series of micrographs approximately 10 mm in length by 1.4 mm in width were taken 
through each section: three parallel and three perpendicular to the maximum 
compressive stress (𝜎1) (Figure 3.2).  In order to measure the density of specific 
deformation features, lines were drawn through each series of micrographs. Each line 
was used to characterize the individual microstructures, with each feature being 
crossed treated as a single incident. Similar methodologies have been used in prior 
work with sandstones (Wong et al., 1992; Menendez et al. 1996; Tamarkin et al. 
2012) and optical measument of microstructure density has been corroborated by 
measurement of acoustic emissions in sandstones (Sayers et al., 1990) and cracked 
glass (Mallet et al., 2013).  The length of each line was measured, allowing for the 
occurrence of microcrack, twin, and pressure solution incidents per mm to be 
Figure 3.2: Schematic of microstructural analysis. All micrograph lines were parallel or perpendicular to 





calculated. To reduce error and bias ten lines were taken, five perpendicular to 𝜎1 and 
five parallel to 𝜎1 (referred to as horizontal and vertical in analysis respectively). 
Multiple lines allow for a better average of the microstructures occurring in each rock 
and an approximation of the degree of anisotropy of each feature in the direction of 
the maximum and least compressive stresses. All analyses were performed at 10X 
magnification.  
3.1.2: Microstructures 
 Microcrack Density Analysis 
 
Figure 3.3: Photomicrograph taken at 10X magnifications. The maximum principal stress was vertical in 
the image. Microcracks are labeled with yellow arrows. 
 The degree of microcracking in each sample is analyzed for each sample.  





microcracking. The incidence of microcracking was averaged between the five lines 
in each direction and recorded as incidents per mm (mm-1). Cracks intercepted by the 
vertical lines parallel to 𝜎1 are referred to as 𝑃𝐿
⊥ (cracks are oriented parallel to 𝜎3) 
while cracks intercepted by the horizontal line parallel to 𝜎3 are referred to as  𝑃𝐿
││
 
(nomenclature adapted from Wong (1985)). 
 Total incidents of 𝑃𝐿
││  and 𝑃𝐿
⊥ occurring in each sample are normalized 
for the length of each line. If the value of 𝑃𝐿
││ is greater than the value of 𝑃𝐿
⊥ , then 
stress-induced anisotropy has led to the preferential development of 
microcracks parallel to 𝜎1 and the degree of anisotropy can be calculated.  
 Pressure Solution Indentation Analysis 
 Pressure solution density was quantified by counting incidents of grain 
contacts where grains are completely connected (i.e. no calcite spar between grains). 
Pressure solution features are primarily marked by indentation and suturing of grain-
grain contacts (Figure 3.4). To distinguish between connected grains with little to no 
pressure solution occurring and contacts showing significant dissolution, two types 
were quantified. The first includes all contacts where the grains appear to be in 
contact but no suturing has occurred. The second is where degradation and significant 
dissolution has occurred between the grains. These are referred to with the 
nomenclature of 𝐺𝑐 and 𝑃𝑆 respectively (Figure 3.4). As grain size reduction and 
breakdown are greater for 𝑃𝑆 contacts, these are expected to accommodate the most 
strain. By quantifying both the non-sutured and sutured grains at all conditions, the 







Figure 3.4: Micrograph image shows both Gc and PS contacts. Examples of Gc (top) with any grain 
boundary fully in contact and no calcite spar between are labeled with arrows. Examples of PS (right) with 
prominent dissolution and indentation at the grain contact are labeled with arrows. Images were taken in 
plane-polarized light at 10X magnification. 
 If 𝑃𝑆-type contacts are more abundant at grain contacts oriented 
perpendicular, rather than parallel, to 𝜎1, then pressure solution occurred 
preferentially through the application of differential stress. This conclusion may be 
further strengthened if 𝑃𝑆 indentations perpendicular to 𝜎1 are more abundant than 






 Calcite Twin Analysis 
 
Figure 3.5: Micrograph image shows both type I and II calcite twins. Examples of thin Type I twins (left) are 
examples of twins counted as one incident in this study. Examples of thick Type II twins (right) are 
examples of twins normally occurring at high temperatures and are not counted in this analysis. Images 
were taken in cross-polarized light at 10X magnification. 
 Four types of twins can be observed in carbonate rocks, following the 
Burkhard classification for carbonate rocks (Burkhard, 1993) (Figure 1.2). In Indiana 
limestone, only type I and type II twins are observed. The variation in twin types is 





subjected to. It is for this reason calcite twinning has been speculated as a potential 
geothermometer in carbonate rocks (Rowe and Rutter, 1990). Type II twins generally 
nucleate at temperatures in excess of 200 °C. All our deformations were conducted at 
room temperature (~23 °C). Thus all type II twins in thin section are treated as relics 
of the original paleostress conditions prior to deformation and disregarded.  
 In this analysis, one twin plane orientation crossed in the limestone (whether 
in the spar matrix or grains) is treated as a single incident. The formation of twins in 
calcite generally relieves stress by dislocation of atoms (Ferrill et al., 2004). Forming 
a second set of twins requires additional stress, so if twinning occurs along two 
separate planes at the same point, it is counted as two incidents. As calcite twinning 
and other crystal plasticity mechanisms do not display a preferred orientation, the 




Initial porosity values for each deformed Indiana limestone were reported in 
Table 3.1. 




















Table 3.1: Initial porosity values for all Indiana limestone deformations conducted.  
The mean porosity of the samples was found to be 16.0%. Using the formula 











where 𝜎𝑠𝑑, 𝑁, 𝑥i, 𝑚𝑝 are the standard deviation, number of variables measured, the 
individual porosity measurements, and the mean porosity respectively, was used to 
calculate the standard deviation of the porosity measurements. The deviation was 
found to be 1.0269. Previous research of Indiana limestone corroborates the highly 
variable porosity measurements, with porosity values as low as 13% reported in 





 Micrite/Calcite Spar Distribution 





This Study 47.3 22.5 30.2 
Hugman and Friedman (1979) 39.0 19.0 42.0 
Table 3.2: Textural analyses conducted on Indiana limestone. 
 Petrophysical analysis of Indiana limestone performed in both this study and 
Friedman and Hugman (1979) are reported in Table 3.2. Based on these results, 
Indiana limestone can be classified as a sorted oosparite (Folk, 1959). Most of the 
grains are subrounded oolites with a sparite center surrounded by varying degrees of 
micrite. The matrix is primarily a crystalline calcite spar surrounding the matrix. 
While the data for average texture and fabric analysis reported here are relatively 
similar to previous research with Indiana limestone (Friedman and Hugman, 1979; 
Zhu et al. 2010; Vajdova et al., 2012), the differences between reported values 
suggests the variability may influence the specific deformation behavior occurring in 
Indiana limestone. 
Previous observations of microstructures in deformed Indiana limestone have 
suggested that the deformation is not equally distributed between the micritic content 
and the sparite content (Vajdova et al. 2012, Lisabeth and Zhu, 2015). While 
properties such as the grain size, porosity, and calcite content may be similar for the 
same limestone, the textural variability may play a significant role in varying the 
deformation behavior at relatively similar conditions.  The observed textural variation 





deformation behavior of Indiana limestone in this and previous studies (Boozer et al., 
1963; Friedman and Hugman, 1979; Vajdova et al. 2004; Zhu et al. 2010; Lisabeth 
and Zhu, 2015). 
 Grain Size Distribution 
 
Figure 3.6: Grain size histogram for Indiana limestone used in this study. Mean grain diameter and 
standard deviation displayed on image. 
 The grain diameters of 200 grains were found. The grain size distribution was 
plotted as a histogram to show the average grain size (Figure 3.6). An average grain 





and 300 μm. A standard deviation of 0.1139 for the grain size distribution was found, 
in agreement with this.  
These values are similar to those reported for the grain sizes found in other 
work with Indiana limestone (Zhu et al., 2010). Most grains are round to sub-rounded 
ellipsoids, with elongate grains tending to align parallel to bedding and consequently 
perpendicular to the overburden stress. 




 Sv ⊥ ││ ⊥ ││ Average 
Undeformed 0.28 0.26 0.56 1.06 0.98 0.51 0.37 0.08 
Dry, Hydrostatic 0.52 0.29 0.94 1.11 0.68 0.31 0.20 0.34 
Dry, 10 MPa, 1.5x10-5 s-1 0.73 1.10 1.78 0.74 0.56 0.17 0.26 0.39 
Dry, 30 MPa, 1.5x10-5 s-1 0.46 0.62 0.99 1.84 0.95 0.50 0.33 0.54 
Dry, 50 MPa, 1.5x10-5 s-1 0.67 0.80 1.40 1.72 1.04 0.67 0.48 0.52 
Dry, 30 MPa, 1.5x10-6 s-1 0.35 0.77 0.89 2.23 1.10 0.67 0.39 0.20 
Dry, 50 MPa, 1.5x10-6 s-1 0.75 0.92 1.57 2.29 0.86 1.11 0.36 0.35 
Wet, 10 MPa, 1.5x10-4 s-1 0.57 1.34 1.46 2.38 1.22 1.15 0.36 0.10 
Wet, 10 MPa, 1.5x10-5 s-1 0.94 1.34 2.05 1.79 1.13 0.95 0.41 0.28 





Wet, 30 MPa, 1.5x10-4 s-1 0.94 1.28 2.03 1.89 1.47 1.45 0.83 0.30 
Wet, 30 MPa, 1.5x10-5 s-1 0.62 1.02 1.41 2.44 1.83 1.78 1.02 0.24 
Wet, 30 MPa, 1.5x10-6 s-1 0.96 1.05 1.95 2.06 1.52 1.61 0.73 0.53 
Table 3.3: Average microcrack, grain-grain contact, pressure solution contacts oriented perpendicular (⊥) 
and parallel (││) to the maximum principal stress applied. Calcite twin density averaged over entire 
sample measured here. 
3.2.2: Microcracking 
Microstructural data for deformed Indiana limestones is reported in Table 3.3. 
Data for sample deformed at a confining pressure of 10 MPa and strain rate 1.5x10-6 
s-1 could not be listed as damage to the sample during unloading lead to significant 
breakdown of the rock and made analysis of microstructures untrustworthy. All axial 
deformations experienced the same axial strain, within ± 0.5%. Line length for each 
measurement was between 10 and 11 mm. This indicates an average of between 150-
200 grains were measured both parallel and perpendicular to 𝜎1. However, since 
deformation features appears to have been preferentially accommodated by the calcite 
spar, this may not be statistically relevant. 
 Data for microcracks suggests an increase in the observed number of 
microcracks with an increase in the effective pressure the sample was deformed 
under. All samples showed a preferential alignment of microcracking parallel to the 
maximum compressive stress, similar to other microstructural observations of 
deformed Indiana limestone (Zheng et al, 1989; Vajdova et al., 2012). This suggests 
that stress-induced anisotropy is induced in all samples regardless of the effective 
pressure, strain-rate, or fluid content. For axisymmetrically deformed samples, 
microcracks measured by the line perpendicular to 𝜎1 (𝑃𝐿
││





measured along the line parallel to 𝜎1 (𝑃𝐿














where 𝑆𝑉 quantifies the total crack surface area in a given volume of the deformed 
rock (mm2/ mm-3) in a thin section (adapted from Wong, 1985).   
 
Figure 3.7: Microcracks oriented perpendicular (⊥) and parallel (││) to the maximum principal stress in 
limestones deformed at strain rate of 1.5x10-5 s-1 under dry conditions. 1) Undeformed; 2) Hydrostatic; 3) 10 
MPa; 4) 30 MPa; 5) 50 MPa. 
 The density of microcracks in the undeformed sample is relatively low (Figure 
3.7). While compaction through hydrostatic loading does increase the density of 
microcracks, deformation appears to be largely accommodated by the intercrystalline 
spar, with relatively little microcracking occurring in the grains (Figure 3.7). The 
application of differential stress induces a significant increase in the density of 
microcracks occurring at all conditions.  Considering the role of effective pressure, 
there seems to be a slight increase in the density of microcracks on experiments 






Figure 3.8: Microcracks oriented perpendicular (⊥) and parallel (││) to the maximum principal stress in 
limestones deformed with an effective pressures of 30 MPa. Numbers signify strain rate and chemical 
environment applied in each deformation: 1) Undeformed; 2) 1.5x10-5 s-1, Dry; 3) 1.5x10-6 s-1, Dry; 4) 
1.5x10-4 s-1, Wet; 5) 1.5x10-5 s-1, Wet; 6) 1.5x10-6 s-1, Wet.  
Water saturated samples show a marked increase in the density of microcracks 
when compared to limestones deformed under dry conditions (Figure 3.8). It is well 
established that the chemical effects of fluids can facilitate microcracking in geologic 
materials by lowering the free surface energy (Orowan, 1944) or through dissolution 
of the crack tip. This will be further enhanced by the relatively rapid dissolution of 
calcite. At the strain rates utilized, it seems that the propagation of microcracks is 
largely time-independent (Atkinson, 1984; Brantut et al., 2014b). 
The three types of cracks appear in the experiments can be observed in thin 
section: intergranular cracks (synonymous with grain boundary cracks), intragranular 
cracks (occurring within the grains) and transgranular cracks (Simmons and Richter, 
1976; Kranz, 1983). Under dry conditions, microcracks rarely appear within the 
grains, with most of the damage appearing in the microcrystalline spar. Under water 





contacts where stress-enhanced dissolution is occurring. Transgranular cracks were 
rarely observed, and were mainly observed in the water-saturated experiments at 
higher confining pressure. 
Microcrack density appears to be far greater in the calcitic spar as compared 
to the larger oolitic grains. When microcracking does occur in grains, there seems to 
be a relation between the elongate nature of the grains and the degree of 
microcracking observed. The more spherical grains display the least microcracking, 
while the grains with the largest difference between the maximum and minimum 
diameters display prominent microcracking. This bares further investigation, as the 
preferential localization of damage may be dependent not only on the heterogeneity 





3.2.3: Pressure Solution Indentation 
 
Figure 3.9: Shows number of contacts (yellow, left) and pressure solution indentations (red, right). Grain 
contacts and pressure solution indentation oriented perpendicular (⊥) and parallel (││) to the maximum 
principal stress. It can be seen that the number of contacts increases with increased confining pressure, 
while the indentations do not change significantly change, reflecting the lack of chemical dissolution. 1) 
Undeformed; 2) Hydrostatic; 3) 10 MPa; 4) 30 MPa; 5) 50 MPa. 
The total number of contacts Gc represents the number of grain contacts where 
grains are fully connected (i.e. no calcite spar is between the contact) that are crossed 
by each line. It can be seen that the number of fully contacted grains, whether sutured 
or otherwise, is relatively low in the undeformed thin section (Table 3.3). The number 
of grains in contact is lower than the hydrostatic deformation. This is likely due to the 





observed that the number of contacts increases systematically with the application of 
differential stress. More grain contacts were noted as the effective pressure was 






Figure 3.10: Comparison of grain contacts (yellow) and pressure solution indentation (red) at 10 and 30 
MPa effective pressure under water-saturated conditions. Grain contacts and pressure solution indentation 
oriented perpendicular (⊥) and parallel (││) to the maximum principal stress. 1) 10 MPa, 1.5x10-4 s-1; 2) 10 






 When the limestone is saturated with water there is a marked increase in the 
number of indented and sutured (PS) contacts in thin section. While there is no 
relationship observed at any strain rate with an effective pressure of 10 MPa, it can be 
seen that there is a distinct increase in the number of sutured indentations at 30 MPa 
as the strain rate decreases (Figure 3.10). The number of sutured contacts occurring 
both parallel and perpendicular to the maximum principal stress increases, showing a 







Figure 3.11: Average of calcite twins (green) measured both parallel and perpendicular to the maximum 
principal stress. These numbers were averaged and displayed here. Figure displays twinning under dry 
deformation conditions, at a strain rate of 1.5x10-5 s-1. 1) Undeformed; 2) Hydrostatic; 3) 10 MPa; 4) 30 
MPa; 5) 50 MPa. 
 As can be seen in Figure 3.11, the density of calcite twins measured in all 
samples is fairly low. There is minor increase in twin density with increasing 
confining pressure, and potentially with decreasing strain rate. Deformation 
experiments with marble (Fredrich et al., 1989) show that significant twinning in 
calcite is induced primarily at much greater axial strains than were applied here. Since 





temperature, the low density of Type I twinning is to be expected. It is worth noting 
that in all samples the density of Type II twins appears to be still higher than the 








Chapter 4: Discussion 
4.1: Stress-Induced Anisotropy in Dry and Water Indiana Limestone  
             
Figure 4.1: Models for microcrack propagation. Left) “sliding wing crack” model is more appropriate for 
brittle dilatant deformation in carbonate rocks. Right) “pore-emanating crack” model is more appropriate 
for compactive semibrittle or ductile deformation in carbonate rocks (Vajdova et al., 2012). In either model, 
the stress-induced anisotropy is predicted to decrease with increasing confining pressure and increasing 
initial porosity (Baud et al., 2000a). 
 The microstructural observations indicate that for all axially deformed cases 
stress-induced anisotropy was initiated in Indiana limestone (Table 3.3). The 
anisotropy of crack damage in rocks has been studied in low porosity rocks 
(Tapponnier and Brace, 1976) and high porosity rocks (Baud et al., 2000; Wu et al., 
2000; Vajdova et al. 2004). One conceptual model from fracture mechanics widely 
used to analyze the micromechanical process of fracture growth is the “sliding wing 
crack” (Figure 4.1, left) (Kemeny et al., 1991). This model considers the growth of 
“wing cracks” initiating from tensile stress concentrations at pre-existing flaws or 





increasing stress will lead to a propagation of the wing crack along a path quasi-
parallel to the maximum principal stress (σ1). However, fracture nucleation in porous 
carbonate rocks has been seen to also occur pre-existing pore spaces rather than 
microscopic flaws (Baud et al., 2000a; Vajdova et al., 2012). Vajdova et al. (2004) 
observed that for compactive non-localized deformation in Indiana limestone, a pore-
emanating crack model was more appropriate (see Figure 4.1) (see Sammis and 
Ashby, 1986). 
 With increasing confining pressure, it has been shown that stress-induced 
anisotropy of decreases for the same degree of axial strain (Wu et al. 2000). The 
results of this analysis also suggest similar results for Indiana limestone deformed 
under dry conditions. The greatest variation in crack density measured parallel and 
perpendicular occurs at the confining pressure of 10 MPa, where microcrack density 
is greater than for all the other deformed limestones (Table 3.3). Anisotropy of 
microcracks decreases from the 10 MPa experiments progressively with increasing 
confining pressure (Figure 3.7, Table 3.3). Under increased confining pressure, the 
opening of tensile Mode I cracks, the most commonly observed in deformed rocks 
(Kranz, 1983), is increasingly opposed and requires greater stress to propagate crack 
tips. However, under dry conditions, the variation of one magnitude in loading rate 
does not lead to a significant variation in the anisotropy of crack damage. This means 
that for nominally dry conditions and moderate strain rates, the propagation of 
microcracks (the primary mechanism of deformation) in Indiana limestone is 







Figure 4.2: Density of microcracks oriented parallel (││) and perpendicular (⊥) to the maximum principal 
stress (σ1). For both confining pressures (10 and 30 MPa) there is a trend of decreasing stress-induced 
anisotropy in each sample with decreasing strain rate. This suggests that the addition of water makes the 
microcrack propagation time-dependent, due to the effect of chemical dissolution at the crack tip. 1, 2, and 
3 represent three strain rates used: 1.5x10-4, 1.5x10-5, and 1.5x10-6 s-1 respectively. 
 The degree of microcracks oriented parallel and perpendicular to the 
maximum principal stress is on average greater than for the deformations conducted 
under dry conditions (see Table 3.3). When deformed in a chemically active 
environment, the deformation of Indiana limestone transitions to time-dependent (see 
2.4.3). As strain rate is decreased for the water saturated Indiana limestone, at both 





when deformed under dry conditions, the change in mechanical loading rate appears 
inhibit stress-induced anisotropy, and potentially decrease the overall dilatancy of the 
deformation.   
 The increased propagation of microcracking due to the presence of water 
could occur for one of two reasons. First, the water could alter the mechanical 
strength of the solid material and thus decrease the required stress needed to initiate 
microcracks, also known as the Rehbinder effect (Baud et al. 2000b). Second, the 
chemically active environment may allow for stress-corrosion cracking, or dissolution 
of a crack tip allowing for decreased stress requirements for crack tip growth 
(Atkinson, 1981), to occur. Of these two, only the process of stress-corrosion crack 
propagation would agree with the observation that deformation of Indiana limestone 
becomes time-dependent with the addition of water.  
 However, microcracking is likely not the mechanism responsible for changes 
in the deformation behavior when Indiana limestone is deformed in a chemically 
active environment, or not the main mechanism, for two reasons. First, the dissolution 
of the limestone occurring should lead to a minor increase of the pH (Garrels and 
Christ, 1965; Plummer et al. 1978), which can decrease calcite solubility (Dunning et 
al., 1994; Bergsaker et al. 2016) leading to crack tip strengthening and potentially 
increasing the frictional strength of the rock. The effect of pH should increase as the 
duration of the experiments increases and thus dissolution of the limestone is greater. 
Second, it does not explain why the time-dependency of deformation is greatest at 30 
MPa (see Figure 2.12), especially since microcrack anisotropy is lower at the higher 





the deformation response under water saturated conditions, it does not offer a 
mechanism for explaining the greater weakening observed at effective pressures of 30 
MPa. 
4.2: Role of Grain-Contacts and Water-Weakening 
 At all conditions, the effective pressure applied appears to play the greatest 
role in both the observed laboratory data and the resulting microstructures. 
Microcracks and crystal plastic mechanisms such as crystal twinning, under dry 
conditions, are responsible for the observed deformation response in Indiana 
limestone. Under these conditions, both of these micromechanisms should be 
dominantly dependent on the applied stress and strain during each experiment, and 
the limestone behavior should be essentially time-independent. 
 The addition of water has an interesting effect. The P* value is reduced by 
nearly 1/3 when deformed with deionized water present, as has been observed in 
other works with carbonate grainstones (Baud et al., 2009). Increases in microcrack 
density and pressure solution indentation were observed at all conditions when 
Indiana limestone was saturated with water. However, only the experiments at 30 
MPa effective pressure show more significant weakening relative to the dry 
deformations at the same effective pressure. For the fastest strain rate, the data 





dry conditions at this same effective stress. This could be due to the effect of rapid 
loading leading to localized pore pressure increases (Rutter, 1972).  
 
   
Figure 4.3: Data for microcrack (blue), pressure solution indentation (red), and calcite twinning (green) 
oriented parallel (││) and perpendicular (⊥) to the maximum principal stress. Twins measurements are an 
average of measurements in both orientations. The degree of pressure solution indentation increases as the 
confining pressure is raised. Indentation increases in both the directions measured parallel and 
perpendicular to the maximum principal stress. 1, 2, and 3 are experiments conducted at 10 MPa and strain 
rates of 1.5x10-4, 1.5x10-5, and 1.5x10-6 s-1 respectively, and 4, 5, 6 are experiments conducted at 30 MPa 
with strain rates of 1.5x10-4, 1.5x10-5, and 1.5x10-6 s-1 respectively. 
 Examination of the microstructures suggests another possibility. The density 





conditions are fairly high (Figure 4.3). Microstructural analysis at this rapid strain rate 
suggest the effects of chemical dissolution, and thus stress corrosion and pressure 
solution indentation, are minimized and deformation is essentially time-independent 
(i.e. only the applied pressure is relevant). Unlike for the low effective pressure 
experiments, when mechanical loading rate is decreased at an effective pressure of 30 
MPa and when saturated with water, the strength of the limestone appears to be 
reduced. Since there is not a significant variation in microcrack density between the 
two confining pressures (Figure 4.3), this indicates that pressure solution indentation 
is responsible for the observed water weakening with strain rate reduction.  
 The observed weakening of Indiana limestone only at specific confining 
pressures bears further discussion. Since microcrack density under water saturated 
conditions does is not significantly affected by the change in the effective pressure 
(possibly due to increased pressure impeding the opening of microcracks) (Figure 
4.1), this can be ruled out as an explanation. Calcite twinning can also be ruled out, as 
the density remains low at all conditions (Figure 4.2). This only leaves intergranular 






Figure 4.4: Percentage of grain contacts with pressure solution indentation oriented perpendicular (⊥) to 
the maximum principal stress. 
 Previous research by Zhang and Spiers (2005) showed that for crushed 
limestone saturated with calcium carbonate solution, intergranular pressure solution 
was the dominant mechanism of deformation and the compaction by pressure solution 
was strongly dependent on the applied normal stress. The percentage of the total grain 
contacts that display pressure solution indentation is plotted in Figure 4.4. It can be 
seen that the percentage of grains displaying indentation increases as much as 20-30% 
with the increase of effective pressure from 10 to 30 MPa. These results suggest that 





weakening of Indiana limestone are a result of increased intergranular pressure 
solution.  
 
Figure 4.5: Diagram of the effect of confining pressure on enhancing dissolution at grain boundary 
contacts. The role of the applied stress during each experiments controls whether the deformation behavior 
is controlled by microcracking or intergranular pressure solution. 
4.3: Water-Weakening in Carbonate Rocks 
Our results suggest that the water-weakening of limestones and other 
carbonate rocks is not a simple process to predict, even with a relatively homogenous 
material like Indiana limestone. Research conducted by Boozer et al. (1963) 
suggested Indiana limestone would experience a reduction of strength of ~20% in the 
presence of water, while research conducted by Lisabeth and Zhu (2015) showed a 
reduction of strength of more than 50% for Indiana limestone saturated with water. 
Our results suggest limited water-weakening occurring for Indiana limestone, and 
only under certain pressure conditions. This discrepancy with the same limestone is 





 One possibility that has been discussed (Rutter, 1972) is the role of grain size. 
The chemical effect on calcite-rich rocks may be dependent on the total surface area 
available for dissolution in the presence of water. Boozer et al. (1963) also suggested 
water weakening in limestone may occur due to the reduction of surface energy in 
calcite through interaction of water and the grain surface. Heard (1963) showed that 
for Solnhofen limestone of 1.3% porosity water-weakening was negligible, and 
behavior was largely the same between dry and water saturated deformations. For 
Solnhofen limestone of ~5% porosity, Rutter (1972) demonstrated a minor strength 
reduction when saturated with water. Water showed little effect on the coarse-grained 
Carrara marble both at room temperature (Rutter, 1972) and at elevated temperatures 
(de Bresser, 2005). The largest degree of water weakening has been observed in 
extremely-fine grained chalks, often with a more than 50% strength reduction 
compared to dry experiments (Homand and Shao, 2000; Risnes et al., 2005). 
However this does not offer an explanation as to the fact that the percentage of 
strength reduction due to water-weakening reported for Indiana limestone has been so 
variable. 
 Another possibility is the relation of porosity in carbonate rocks. Low porosity 
marble experiences negligible weakening in the presence of water, while highly 
porous chalks experience significant weakening (de Bresser, 2005; Risnes et al., 
2005). Given the relationships of porosity and grain size with water-weakening in 
carbonate rocks, the greatest weakening in should occur in fine grained rocks with 
high porosities, such as chalk (Rutter, 1972). Such would be a reasonable explanation 





following fluid injection (Sylite et al., 1999). However, this does not adequately 
explain our results either. 
 This work suggests another factor may be in play when discussing water-
weakening in limestones and other carbonate rocks. Most work regarding the effect of 
solubility on subcritical crack propagation and pressure solution in calcite (Henry et 
al. 1977; Røyne et al., 2011; Zhang and Spiers, 2005; Zhang et al., 2010; Croizé et 
al., 2010) has focused on observations of fine-grained calcite sediment or single 
crystals when examining chemical weakening in carbonate rocks. However, 
limestones and other porous carbonates are not as homogenous as these materials. 
The role of water-weakening has never been investigated previously with regard to 
carbonate fabric and texture.  
Analyses of Indiana limestone have shown that the grain size and porosity of 
Indiana limestone are relatively similar to observations made in this study (Churcher 
et al., 1991; Zhu et al., 2010). This explains why the mechanical behavior is 
qualitatively similar to that observed in previous studies under dry conditions 
(Vajdova et al., 2004). However the chemical effects of water and fluid-assisted 
deformation are dependent on the number of grain-to-grain contacts (Rutter, 1972). 
Comparison of our petrophysical data with that of previous studies of the fabric of 
Indiana limestone reveals a wide disparity between the observed grain/matrix 
distributions in Indiana limestone (Hugman and Friedman, 1979). This suggests 






A reasonable explanation for the observation that water only shows a 
noticeable weakening effect and apparent time- and pressure-dependence is that at the 
lower confining pressure the number of grain contacts is relatively low. If the grains 
are not in contact, deformation will occur primarily by the nucleation and growth of 
microcracks, mostly within the calcite cement, which is generally time-independent 
within the time ranges here. As confining pressure is increased however, grains come 
into contact with one another, and pressure solution becomes a more significant factor 
in driving the compaction observed. This could explain why during hydrostatic 
deformation the bulk moduli remain relatively the same, while the initiation of pore 
collapse and grain-crushing occurs at much lower confining pressures. At 30 MPa 
effective pressure, there is a trend of decreasing microcracks while simultaneously 
increased pressure solution indentation (Table 3.3) as strain rate-decreases. This is 
absent in limestones deformed with an effective pressure of 10 MPa. These results 
suggest carbonate fabric is the third component that affects the water-weakening in 
limestones besides grain size and porosity. 
4.4: Geologic Implications 
 Observations here have indicated that water-weakening in limestone in 
limestone does occur, as has been previously noted. However, the chemical effects on 
deformation of calcite-rich rocks are not as simple as can be predicted for 
homogenous materials. These result suggest that the water-weakening in an oolitic 






 The removal or injection of fluids into carbonate reservoirs will alter the local 
stress field by lowering the effective stress applied. These changes are relatively 
predictable. The chemical effects are not as predictable as numerical models and 
experimental results would suggest. Indeed, chemical weakening of carbonates may 
depend strongly on the number of grain contacts at a given pressure condition. In the 
case of a material like chalk, the effect of calcite dissolution may be relatively 
predictable with its natural homogeneity and fine grain size, and pressure solution 
compaction will occur as in the case of the Ekofisk chalk (Sylte et al., 1999). For 
carbonate rocks such as the heterogeneous limestones tested in this study, water-
weakening and time-dependence will likely also vary based on the texture and local 
stress conditions. 
This has important implications for a number of reasons. Fluid injection is a 
common practice in many industrial and scientific applications. Carbonate reservoirs 
host resources such as hydrocarbons and freshwater. Any prospective fluid injection 
into one of these reservoirs should take into account the texture and fabric of the 
carbonate rock as well, as the chemical-weakening of the material may be depend on 
the local stress conditions and degree of grain-grain contacts. Carbonate rocks are 
also known to host numerous faults (Han et al., 2007) that can be affected by fluid 
weakening processes such as fault lubrication (Di Toro et al., 2011) and thermal 
decomposition (Han et al., 2010). These results may allow for a better prediction of 
the likelihood of fault slip in carbonate rocks.  
Carbonate rocks are also being considered as a potential sink for in-situ 





sequestration of CO2 in carbonate rocks is considered hazardous due to the solubility 
increase with CO2-rich fluids (Korsnes et al., 2008; Pokrovsky et al., 2009). However, 
the effects of chemically-induced weakening may not be as significant as previously 
predicted. For carbonate rocks such as chalk, CO2 injection may lead to significant 
reservoir compaction (Hellmann et al., 2002). However, for limestones and other 
carbonate rocks with lower porosities and higher grain sizes, dissolution-enhanced 





Chapter 5: Summary and Future Work  
A series of triaxial deformation experiments were conducted on Indiana 
limestone. Under dry conditions, the mechanical behavior of an oolitic limestone is 
controlled dominantly by the confinement applied during deformation. Their 
deformation response is essentially time-independent, and natural petrophysical 
variations may obscure any potential variations with changes to the mechanical 
loading rate. When saturated with water, the pressure at which grain-crushing and 
pore collapse was initiated in Indiana limestone was significantly reduced. While only 
minor weakening occurred at lower effective pressures, at greater effective pressures 
Indiana limestone showed moderate water-weakening as well as time-dependence.  
 Quantitative microstructural and petrophysical analysis was performed on thin 
sections of deformed Indiana limestone to characterize the micromechanics of 
deformation at different conditions in an oolitic limestone. Comparison of 
petrophysical observations in previous studies suggests that while Indiana limestone 
is chemically homogenous, the texture and fabric are fairly variable, which may affect 
the ability to predict deformation behavior. Concurrent with previous work, 
microcracking occurred largely within the calcite cement under dry conditions. Under 
water saturated conditions, the degree of microcracks observed increased noticeably, 
implying fluid-assisted subcritical cracking was occurring. Calcite twinning was 
relatively small, with a majority of twins being observed in the more spherical grains 
rather than elongate grains or the cement matrix. The degree of grain connections and 





grain indentations appear to have been controlled strongly by the effective confining 
pressure conditions of each limestone.  
 This study raises a number of questions regarding the role of chemo-
mechanical weakening plays, not only in limestone but in a variety of carbonate 
rocks. Future work from this study could focus on: 
1) What role does cementation play in changing the behavior of limestones under 
dry and water-saturated conditions? Changes in the volume percentage of 
cement has been shown to significantly affect the behavior of sandstones and 
clastic rocks, but there is a scarcity of data regarding how this affects observed 
mechanical behavior in porous carbonate rocks. 
2) Do fluid-assisted deformation mechanisms occur more or less easily in calcite 
spar versus micrite coated grain in carbonate grainstones? Previous studies of 
these mechanisms have focus prominently on single crystals of calcite or 
homogenous materials such as chalk.  
3) Water-weakening and time-dependent deformation in carbonate rocks have 
not been adequately explored from the perspective of grain size and porosity. 
Further work to quantify the role each of these plays in the degree of 
weakening observed would be of significant value to any future reservoir 
injection projects in carbonate rocks. 
4) Previous work has looked at the effect CO2 has on the deformation behavior 
of porous limestones (Grgic, 2011, Bemer et al., 2016). Very little weakening 
was found at the conditions used, with the most noticeable chemical 





semibrittle and ductile deformation regimes. These findings are similar to this 
work regarding the role of chemical weakening and pressure, but with water 
as a pore fluid. This is at odds with work that predict significant compaction 
due to high CO2 fluid presence in chalk (Hellmann et al., 2002; Korsnes et al., 
2008). Further work should focus on whether predictions of significant 






Appendix A: Deformation Apparatus 
 Samples were deformed in a conventional triaxial deformation apparatus 
(NER AutoLab 1500) (Figures A.1 and A.2). It consists of a single pressure vessel 
with a hydraulic piston inside for axial deformation experiments, an external furnace 
for progressive temperature changes, and two pore pressure intensifiers for 
controlling sample pore pressure. The hydraulic piston and steel end caps have a 
stiffness of 4.4 x 10-7 N/m for 1 inch samples and a stiffness of 2 x 10-7 N/m for 0.725 
inch samples. Samples are loaded with two end-caps (Figure 2.3) on top and bottom 
through which pore fluid and pressure is controlled by upstream and downstream 
intensifiers (Figure 2.4). Pressure transducers above and below the assembled sample 
allow for in-situ pore pressure measurements to be taken during experiments. Mineral 
oil is used as the confining pressure medium. Confining pressure and pore pressure 
transducers have ranges of 0-137.9 MPa, while the differential pressure transducer 
has a range of 0-206.84 MPa for 1 inch diameter samples. Piston displacement is 
measured by a linear-vertical-displacement-transducer (LVDT). Axial stress is 
measured by an internal load cell. Sample strain is measured with electrical resistance 







Figure A.1: NER AutoLab 1500. Triaxial deformation apparatus used in this study, located in the Rock 














Appendix B: Thin-Section Preparation and Microscope 
Deformed Indiana limestone samples were dried for 24 hours following 
deformation. These samples were then epoxy impregnated before being cut parallel to 
the maximum compressive stress (𝜎1) or vertically along all cylindrical samples. The 
cut samples were then sent out to have 30 μm thick thin-sections made from each thin 
section. 
Thin-sections were analyzed using with a Nikon Eclipse LV100n POL 
petrographic microscope. The microscope feature objectives with magnification of 
3.5X, 5X, 10X, 20X, and 50X magnification. All photos have been taken with a 
MicroPublisher 5.0 RTV camera. 
  







Appendix C: Total Microstructure Data 
Microcracking: 
 
Figure A.4: Total microcracks oriented perpendicular (⊥) to σ1 and lines perpendicular (││) to σ1. 
Microcrack incidents are recorded as per mm (mm-1). 1) Undeformed; 2) Hydrostatic; 3) 10 MPa, Dry, 
1.5x10-5 s-1; 4) 30 MPa, Dry, 1.5x10-5 s-1; 5) 50 MPa, Dry, 1.5x10-5 s-1; 6) Undeformed; 7) Hydrostatic; 8) 30 
MPa, Dry, 1.5x10-6 s-1; 9) 50 MPa, Dry, 1.5x10-6 s-1; 10) Undeformed; 11) 10 MPa, Wet, 1.5x10-4 s-1; 12) 10 
MPa, Wet, 1.5x10-5 s-1; 13) 10 MPa, Wet, 1.5x10-6 s-1; 14) Undeformed; 15) 30 MPa, Wet, 1.5x10-4 s-1; 16) 30 







Figure A.5: Total grain-grain contacts oriented perpendicular (⊥) to σ1 and lines perpendicular (││) to σ1. 
Contact incidents are recorded as per mm (mm-1). 1) Undeformed; 2) Hydrostatic; 3) 10 MPa, Dry, 1.5x10-5 
s-1; 4) 30 MPa, Dry, 1.5x10-5 s-1; 5) 50 MPa, Dry, 1.5x10-5 s-1; 6) Undeformed; 7) Hydrostatic; 8) 30 MPa, 
Dry, 1.5x10-6 s-1; 9) 50 MPa, Dry, 1.5x10-6 s-1; 10) Undeformed; 11) 10 MPa, Wet, 1.5x10-4 s-1; 12) 10 MPa, 
Wet, 1.5x10-5 s-1; 13) 10 MPa, Wet, 1.5x10-6 s-1; 14) Undeformed; 15) 30 MPa, Wet, 1.5x10-4 s-1; 16) 30 MPa, 





Pressure Solution Indentations: 
 
Figure A.6: Total pressure solution indentation oriented perpendicular (⊥) to σ1 and lines perpendicular 
(││) to σ1. Contact incidents are recorded as per mm (mm-1). 1) Undeformed; 2) Hydrostatic; 3) 10 MPa, 
Dry, 1.5x10-5 s-1; 4) 30 MPa, Dry, 1.5x10-5 s-1; 5) 50 MPa, Dry, 1.5x10-5 s-1; 6) Undeformed; 7) Hydrostatic; 
8) 30 MPa, Dry, 1.5x10-6 s-1; 9) 50 MPa, Dry, 1.5x10-6 s-1; 10) Undeformed; 11) 10 MPa, Wet, 1.5x10-4 s-1; 12) 
10 MPa, Wet, 1.5x10-5 s-1; 13) 10 MPa, Wet, 1.5x10-6 s-1; 14) Undeformed; 15) 30 MPa, Wet, 1.5x10-4 s-1; 16) 








Figure A.7: Calcite twins measured by lines parallel to σ1 and lines perpendicular to σ1. Data is reported as 
the average of the two orientations. Twin incidents are recorded as per mm (mm-1). 1) Undeformed; 2) 
Hydrostatic; 3) 10 MPa, Dry, 1.5x10-5 s-1; 4) 30 MPa, Dry, 1.5x10-5 s-1; 5) 50 MPa, Dry, 1.5x10-5 s-1; 6) 
Undeformed; 7) Hydrostatic; 8) 30 MPa, Dry, 1.5x10-6 s-1; 9) 50 MPa, Dry, 1.5x10-6 s-1; 10) Undeformed; 11) 
10 MPa, Wet, 1.5x10-4 s-1; 12) 10 MPa, Wet, 1.5x10-5 s-1; 13) 10 MPa, Wet, 1.5x10-6 s-1; 14) Undeformed; 15) 





Appendix D: Israeli Limestone Water Saturated Deformations 
 







Figure A.9: Axial strain data for all deformations with Israeli limestone under water saturated conditions. 
 Mechanical data for deformation of the Israeli limestone are plotted in Figure 
2.8 and 2.9. Unlike the Indiana limestone, the grain-crushing pressure was not 
achieved within the effective pressure range of the conducted hydrostatic 
deformation. At an effective pressure of 30 MPa the limestone deformed 
predominately by brittle failure. The rock experienced dilatant behavior following the 
onset of axial deformation, before localized failure occurred through the coalescence 
of microcracks. At the higher effective pressure of 70 MPa, the limestone instead 





displaying localized failure along a plane of weakness. It seems that within the 
confining pressures tested, there is a shift from brittle dilatant behavior to brief 
distributed deformation, though the rock is able to accommodate very little axial 
strain before yielding. 
 
Appendix E: Effect of Petrophysics 
 
Figure A.10: Volumetric strains of Indiana limestone and the Israeli limestone compared. K, or the bulk 
modulus, is significantly greater for the Israeli limestone than in the Indiana limestone. This can be 








Figure A.11: Axial and volumetric strain data for deformations conducted at effective pressures of 30 MPa. 
 Deformation experiments demonstrate a significant variation in the 
mechanical behavior of each limestone (Figure 2.14 and 2.15). Fluid-saturated 
deformations under both hydrostatic and 30 MPa effective pressure conditions 
suggest the role the petrophysical properties play in determining the elastic and 
inelastic behavior in carbonate rocks is significant.  
Limestone Ø0 P* (Dry) P* (Wet) Referenced Work 
Israeli Limestone 0.016   This Study 
Solnhofen Limestone 0.03 550  Zhu et al., 2010 
Tavel Limestone 0.104 290  Vajdova et al., 2004 
Tavel Limestone 0.136 180  Zhu et al., 2010 
Indiana Limestone 0.156 60  Vajdova et al., 2004 
Indiana Limestone 0.16 61 42 This Study 
Chavigny Limestone 0.174 140  Fabre and Gustkiewicz, 1997 





Cordoba Cream Limestone 0.25 41.4  Mowar et al., 1994 
Estillaides Limestone 0.27 30  Dautriat et al., 2009 
Majella Limestone 0.3 37.5 26.5 Baud et al., 2009 
Saint Maximin Limestone 0.37 17 13 Baud et al., 2009 
Table A.1: Data for the initial porosity and P* values reported in this and previous studies of limestones 
under dry and water saturated conditions. Φ0 represents the limestones initial porosity prior to compaction. 
Table A.1 shows that there is a trend of decreasing onset of grain crushing 
pressure with increasing confining pressure. Vajdova et al. (2004) previously noted 
that the relationship with the P* value for porous carbonate rocks is related to the 
grain size and porosity by  
 𝑃∗ ∝ (∅0 ∗ 𝑅)
−0.7 (A.1) 
where ∅0 is the initial porosity and 𝑅  is the average grain radius. Using this formula, 
and estimating the average grain size of the fossiliferous grains and the micritic 
matrix to be ~50 and 5 µm respectively, a range of 240 to 1200 MPa can be predicted 
as the range of the P* value for the Israeli limestone under both dry and water 
saturated conditions. The values for the reduction of the P* value from dry and water 
conditions suggests that inelastic compression can be initiated at anywhere between 
1/10 and 1/3 of the effective pressure when saturated with water. Values for a number 






Figure A.12: Trend found in Vajdova et al. (2004) shows inelastic compressibility and pore collapse occurs 
at lower effective stresses as porosity is decreased. 
 While the grain-crushing pressure of Indiana limestone was achieved at ~42 
MPa, the onset of grain-crushing and pore collapse was not achieved in the Israeli 
limestone, even up to an effective pressure of 100 MPa (Figure 2.14). Likewise, the 
bulk moduli of the lower porosity Israeli limestone is more than 3 times that of the 
Israeli limestone (64.2 GPa versus 19.5 GPa). This is in line with the expected trend 
of decreasing compressibility B as the porosity is decreases, as most of the volumetric 
strain is accommodated by pore compaction under hydrostatic conditions. 
 When axially deformed, the inelastic behavior of the limestones is 
demonstrably different at the same effective pressures (Figure 2.15). While the higher 
porosity Indiana limestone achieves inelastic compaction upon the application of 
differential stress, the Israeli limestone experiences limited compaction, with a 
significantly greater Young’s modulus. Indeed, brittle failure and macroscopic 





limestone, while all the Indiana limestone deformations exhibited predominantly 
semibrittle behavior at all conditions (see Figure 2.7). 
 Though both are limestones, this is not enough of a predictor of their 
mechanical and chemical behavior. Other petrophysical properties such as grain size, 
initial porosity, and fabric can each have a significant effect on both their mechanical 
behavior (Gueguen and Bouteca, 2004). Compressibility and the onset of inelastic 
deformation will increase dramatically as the porosity increases in carbonate rocks 
(Zhu et al., 2010). This relationship is similar to that of the effect of grain size on 
deformation behavior, but can be highly variable.  
Additionally, the distribution of porosity in sedimentary carbonate rocks can 
significantly affect the heterogeneity of the rock’s response to deviatoric stress (Zhu 
et al., 2010; Ji et al., 2012). In the case of the Israeli limestone, porosity primarily 
occurs in the micritic matrix, with roughly equant pores and few pre-existing 
microcracks. For the more porous limestone, porosity is divided between larger 
macropores surrounded by smaller micropores. This difference in distribution of the 
limestones’ porosity affects both the mode of inelastic deformation and 
micromechanisms of pore collapse (Baud et al., 2009, 2014; Vajdova et al., 2012). 
Thus even minor petrophysical properties play an important role in carbonate rocks 
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